KEDESHE LOCUS SHEET

AREA CR48

LOCUS CR8000

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.) Trench

BEG. LEVEL(S) 4.660.50 m

END LEVEL(S) 4.660.17 m

UNDER LOCUS (ES) —

OVER LOCUS(ES)
CR48001, CR48002, CR48003, CR48004, CR48005

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. 17.05 kg, FINE 2.01 kg, UNID 17.05 kg

LDM: Farah Hananeh, Late (Modern) / Islamic (Modern)

SPAN/CONDITION

2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE 2, HELD, MOULDMADE —, ROMAN —

3. COINS 1 - Alexander Janus 1.038 c. 1 (Type C848), Kag C1, unid 0.81 c.

4. FAUNAL —

5. OTHER —

6. INU. —

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCUS IE OVER/UNDER/ TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

This unit represents all the trench as identified by stratigraphy and pottery analysis. As expected, it extends the length and breadth of the entire trench, to a maximum depth of 4.660.17 m above sea level in unit CR48001.

The loco borders on several walls, including CR48001, CR48002, and CR48003. In addition, the loco borders on our Stamp Locus, which is significantly lighter in color. This locus is the most. Also, this locus borders on our Byzantine locus in the southern half of the trench (CR48001).

The soil in this locus is a very dark blackish brown. Not very sandy, it is very tough and separates into nail-head sized bits in the softer.
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA: CR48

LOCUS: CB488001

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.): WALL

BEG. LEVEL(S): 41.46:19

END LEVEL(S): un-recorded ??

UNDER LOCUS (ES): CB418000

QUER LOCUS(ES): CB418001 1/2

UNITS IN LOCUS:
CB418030
CB418030

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. 108 FINE 0 UNID .51 kg

LDM: Hellenistic Spatterware

SPAN/CONDITION: Pre-Persian → Hellenistic

2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE —— HELL. MOULDMADE —— ROMAN ——

3. COINS —

4. FAUNAL —

5. OTHER —

6. INU. —

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCI IE OVER/UNDER/ TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

This wall runs NS in the SW corner of the trench. It follows the course of CB418002 but does not touch it. The wall is constructed of rough limestone stones, which range from small to medium size. The wall has no discernible end in the south and goes to rubble in the north. The construction technique is tightly packed stone with a regular face to the east and west. This locus borders CB418001, CB418007, and is directly over CB418001.
KEBESHE LOCUS SHEET

AREA CB4.8.

LOCUS CB48001.1

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.) sealed under wall

BEG. LEVEL(S) 4105.69

END LEVEL(S) 405.40

UNDER LOCUS (ES) CB48000, CB48007

OVER LOCUS(ES)

UNITS IN LOCUS:
CB 4.8.0.38
CB 4.8.0.41
CB 4.8.0.045

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. 796 kg  FINE 0 kg  UNID 5483 kg

LOM Byzantine

SPAN/CONDITION Pre-Byzantine - Byzantine

2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE - HELL. MOULDMADE - ROMAN -

3. COINS -

4. FAUNAL -

5. OTHER -

6. INU. CB 4.8.0.045

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCI IE OVER/UNDER/ TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

This locus is the area sealed and immediately underneath wall CB48001. The soil here is similar in color and texture to contiguous loci. This locus is also underneath CB48007, where that (loc) is in between walls CB48001 and CB48002.
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA CB418

LOCUS CB418002

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.) Wall

BEG. LEVEL(S) 4'60.74

END LEVEL(S) Unexcavated

UNDER LOCUS (ES) CB418000, CB418007

OVER LOCUS(ES) -

UNITS IN LOCUS:

none

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. 0 FINE 0 UNID 0

LDM -

SPAN/CONDITION -

2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE - HELL. MOULDMADE - ROMAN -

3. COINS -

4. FAUNAL -

5. OTHER -

6. INU. -

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT -

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCUS IE OVER/UNDER/ TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

This locus has been assigned to the N-S wall in the southern half of the quadrant. The wall is nearly a meter wide and meets the wall CB418003 at corner in a series of large stones. The wall is made of unfaced, undrafted limestone on the outside with a rocky fill made up mostly of small stone. The wall forms regular faces although the outermost stones are not faced.

Please see attached drawing with elevations.

This wall borders on the loci CB418000, CB418007, CB418011, as well as CB418018.
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA

LOCUS CB4800

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.)

wall

BEG. LEVEL(S) 166.24

END LEVEL(S) unexcavated

UNDER LOCUS (ES)

CB48000, CB48007

OVER LOCUS(ES)

-

UNITS IN LOCUS:

none

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. ___ FINE ___ UNID ___

2. LAMPS: WHELMADE ___ HELL. MOULDMADE ___ ROMAN ___

3. COINS ___

4. FAUNAL ___

5. OTHER ___

6. INU ___

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT ___

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCII IE OVER/UNDER/ TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

This is the wall that forms a corner with CB4800a. It runs E-W and is of similar size and construction as CB4800a. It also forms regular faces.

This wall borders many loci in the trench and is the trench's most distinctive architectural feature.

It is surrounded by curb(s), and is abutted by CB48008, CB48010, CB48004, CB48013, CB48015

It's depth has not yet been determined, but final report says it is "floating" at 3000 ft.

In addition, this wall and CB48000 enclose locus CB48001.
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA D404

LOCUS CB48004

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.) WALL

BEG. LEVEL(S) 465.661

END LEVEL(S) unexcavated

UNDER LOCUS (ES)

CB48000.1

OVER LOCUS(ES)

UNITS IN LOCUS:

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT._____ FINE_____ UNID_____ LDM_____

SPAN/CONDITION_____

2. LAMPS: WHEELED_____ HELL. MOULDMADE_____ ROMAN_____

3. COINS_____

4. FAUNAL_____

5. OTHER_____

6. INU_____

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT_____

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOC11 E OVER/UNDER/ TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

This wall runs E-W and is first visible underneath CB48000.1. This sweep clearly identified this wall which had previously been mistaken for rubble. The wall is one half meter in width and is very uneven. It is constructed of tightly packed limestone although not of the newer construction displayed in CB48003 & CB48002.

This wall would have extended further east, had it not been dismantled, probably to build CB48003 & CB48004.

This wall borders locCB48003, CB48000, CB48001, CB48004, CB48005, CB48001.1

Most importantly, this wall does form a corner with wall CB48005.

This wall does not seem to be contemporary with either CB48003 & 7 or CB48001.
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA C84805

LOCUS C84805

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.) Wall

BEG. LEVEL(S) 4165.75

END LEVEL(S) Uncorroded

UNDER LOCUS (ES) C848015

OVER LOCUS (ES)

UNITS IN LOCUS:

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. _____ FINE _____ UNID _____

LDM —

SPAN/CONDITION

2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE _____ HELM. MOULDMADE _____ ROMAN _____

3. COINS —

4. FAUNAL —

5. OTHER —

6. IND. —

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT —

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCUS IE OVER/UNDER/ TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

This wall runs N-S and is constructed of limestone with regular faces of unworked stone with a rubble core. It is 1.70m wide. It forms a corner with C848004.

This wall is the lowest wall found so far in the trench.

The wall borders C848015, C848014, C848014, C848004, C848004, C848004.

Also, this wall and C848004 surround the lowest extension of C848008 (C848014, 0497 & C848005).
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREAC.6.4.5.

LOCUS C6648000

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.) Subsd.1

BEGIN LEVEL(S) 4166.82

END LEVEL(S) 4657.40

UNDER LOCUS (ES)

CER.8000

OVER LOCUS(ES)

CER.8008, CER.8009

UNITS IN LOCUS:

c.B.4.8.008 C.B.4.5.018

c.B.4.7.040

c.B.4.8.011

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. 9.71  FINE 12  UNID 2.89

2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE  HELM. MOULDMADE  ROMAN

3. COINS

4. FAUNAL

5. OTHER

6. INU. C.B.4.8.012

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCUS IF OVER/UNDER/ TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

This locus is comprised of 6 units of lighter subsoil on the northern half of the trench. This locus extends downward to a pit fill (C.B.8000). Also, this locus is contiguous to the Byzantine loci (C.B.8007) on the southern side.

No significant architecture was discovered.
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA 2.48
LOCUS 2848007

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.)
Byzantine Occupation Units

BEG. LEVEL(S) 4.66.19 m
END LEVEL(S) 4.65.64 m

UNDER LOCUS (ES)
C2848005

OVER LOCUS(ES)
C2848008, C2848001.1

UNITS IN LOCUS:
C2848007 C28480017
C2848009 C2848013
C2848013 C2848027

FINDS:
1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. 22.85 FINE 116 UNID 6.22

LDM Byzantine

SPAN/CONDITION Pre-Palaeo = Byzantine

2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE _____ HELL. MOULDMADE _______ ROMAN ______

3. COINS

4. FAUNAL

5. OTHER Frequent finds include (C28418012) flat plaster (C28418017)

6. INU. C28418000

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESCRIPTION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCUS, IE OVER/UNDER/TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

This locus is directly underneath the topsoil and extends to the bottom of wall C2848001. The soil is lighter in color than topsoil, and is finer in texture although it is not crumbly or sandy.

This locus borders on C2848006 & C2848008 to the north and is directly atop of C2848001.1. The locus extends from the southern ball to halfway to the northern ball (2.5m).

This locus also extends vertically so as to be above and contiguous to walls C28418003, C28418007.
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA: 24.8
LOCUS: CR18008

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.): Roman occupational (?)

BEG. LEVEL(S): 465.84
END LEVEL(S): 465.24

UNDER LOCUS (ES): CR18000, CR17000
OVER LOCUS(ES): CR18000, CR15000, CR14000

UNITS IN LOCUS:
- CR18018: 0.488.08
- CR18010: 0.441.89
- CR18006: 0.437.03

FINDS:
1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. 24.61, FINE 8.07, UNID 11.88

LOM: Roman

SPAN/CONDITION: Pre-Roman → Roman

2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE, HELL, MOULDMADE, ROMAN

3. COINS
4. FAUNAL
5. OTHER
6. INU. 0.06.017
7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCUS IE OVER/UNDER/TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

This locus is directly beneath the subsoil locus CR18000 and only partially beneath CR15000. The soil here is mainly defined by rubble, at first surrounding the pot CR18000, and continuing vertically at the NW corner of the trench to its maximum depth. Throughout this downward extension, this locus borders on the loci CR14000, CR18010, CR14000, CR14001.

In addition, this locus contains the wall CR18000.
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA: L188

LOCUS: 294129d

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.): Pit

BEG. LEVEL(S): 11W 5 84

END LEVEL(S): 11W 5 65

UNDER LOCUS (ES): C083800G

OVER LOCUS(ES): C084800G

UNITS IN LOCUS:

CAU7014
CAU48016

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. 60.31 FINE 0 UNID 9.38

2. LAMPS: WHEELED HELL. MOULDMADE ROMAN

3. COINS

4. FAUNAL

5. OTHER

6. INU. CAU17012

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCI IE OVER/UNDER/ TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

This loci is a pit fill with darker and looser soil than those loci contiguous to it. The pit extends from the sub-floor (C083800G) to a broken plaster floor (C084800G). The rubble surrounding the pit is represented by C094800G, which is contiguous to the pit as it descends.
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA CR 4.8

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.) Fill

BEG. LEVEL(S) 41(65.651)
UNDER LOCUS (ES) CR 4.601
UNITS IN LOCUS: CR 4.601

END LEVEL(S) 41(65.51)
OVER LOCUS (ES) CR 4.601

FINDS:
1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. 3.00 FINE <.01 UNID 1.40

LDM Hellenistic

SPAN/CONDITION PrePersian → Hellenistic

2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE HELL. MOULDMADE ROMAN

3. COINS
4. FAUNAL
5. OTHER
6. INV.

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCI IE OVER/UNDER/ TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

This loci is the fill directly underneath the broken plaster floor (CR 4.50001). It extends horizontally to the wall CR 4.5002 to the south and CR 4.5008 to the west.

This loci is clear of rubble, although the soil is similar to contiguous rubble loci.
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA CB4Y
LOCUS CB44801

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.)
Walls surrounded by walls

BEG. LEVEL(S) 465.79
END LEVEL(S) 465.55

UNDER LOCUS (ES)
OVER LOCUS(ES)

UNITS IN LOCUS:
- C5 418.02
- C5 418.03
- C5 418.04
- C5 418.05

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. 3.1  FINE 0  UNID 1.64

LDM Hellenistic

SPAN/CONDITION Pre-Dynasty → Hellenistic

2. LAMPS: WHEELED MADE HELL. MOULD MADE ROMAN

3. COINS

4. FAUNAL

5. OTHER

6. NU

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCUS IE OVER/UNDER/TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

This locus is composed of the medium brown soil directly on top of a layer of orangish brown soil in the trenches SE corner. The locus extends from the southern & eastern walls inside the walls C5/B4003 & C5/B4002.

The locus is beneath CB418001.
### KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

**AREA**

**LOCUS**

**TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.):** mudbricks

**BEG. LEVEL(S):** 4'65.35

**END LEVEL(S):** 4'66.60

**UNDER LOCUS (ES):**

**OVER LOCUS (ES):**

**UNITS IN LOCUS:**

**FINDS:**

1. **POTTERY:** TOTAL WT. __0__ FINE __0__ UNID __0__

2. **LAMPS:** WHEELMADE __0__ HELL, MOULDMADE __0__ ROMAN __0__

3. **COINS**

4. **FAUNAL**

5. **OTHER** Nails (5)

6. **INV.**

7. **SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT**

**LOCUS DESCRIPTION:** INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCI IE OVER/UNDER/TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

This locus is comprised of a single mudbrick excavated as part of balk cleaning.

The brick was cutting out from the balk in the SE corner of the trench, locus 134200, having been excavated above and beneath it.
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA CS4.3

LOCUS CS48013

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.) Fill

BEG. LEVEL(S) 465.5

END LEVEL(S) 465.43

UNDER LOCUS (ES) CS48008, CS48010

OVER LOCUS (ES) CS49015

UNITS IN LOCUS:

CS4.3.0.40
CS4.3.0.41
CS4.3.0.42

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. 7.54 FINE 0.01 UNID 4.13

LOM Hellenistic

SPAN/CONDITION Pre-Persian - 3 Hellenistic

2. LAMPS: WHEELED MADE HELL. MOULD MADE ROMAN

3. COINS

4. FAUNAL

5. OTHER

6. INU. CS4.3.0.41

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOC. IE OVER/UNDER/ TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

This locus is the medium brown soil directly underneath CS48010, CS48008. The locus extends from the northern and eastern walls to the wall CS48008 and touching the wall CS48009.

This locus sits directly on top of CS48015.
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA: 0.48

LOCUS: C048014

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.):
Fill

BEG. LEVEL(S): 412.72

END LEVEL(S): 415.24

UNDER LOCUS (ES):
C048015

OVER LOCUS(ES):
C048016

UNITS IN LOCUS:
C0418048

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. 2.41 FINE 0 UNID 49

LOM: Hellenistic

SPAN/CONDITION: Persian → Hellenistic

2. LAMPS: WHEELED MADE HELL. MOULDMADE ROMAN

3. COINS

4. FAUNAL

5. OTHER

6. INU

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCI IE OVER/UNDER/TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

This locus is the medium brown soil underneath C048014. The locus extends from the north and east walls to the walls C048003 & C048005 respectively. The locus is directly underneath C048015. Also, this locus covers a patch of rubble designated C048016.
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA: CB48015

LOCUS: CB48015

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.): Fill

BEG. LEVEL(S): 465.43

END LEVEL(S): 465.32

UNDER LOCUS(ES): CB48013, CB48008

OVER LOCUS(ES): CB48015, CB48005, CB48008

UNITS IN LOCUS:
CB 48013
CB 48008

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. 13.60L, FINE .02 UNID 5.95

LDM: Hellenistic

SPAN/CONDITION: Pre-Persian -> Hellenistic

2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE, HELL. MOULDMADE, ROMAN

3. COINS

4. FAUNAL

5. OTHER

6. INU: CB 48013

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCI IE OVER/UNDER/TONGH/BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/MAILS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

This locus is comprised of two units on the northern part of trench. The locus extends from the northern X-eastern bulks to the wall CB48005 and the west bulk respectively. The locus also uncovers the wall CB48005.

The locus is under CB48013 and CB48008. The locus is directly above the wall CB48005 and the loci CB480014, CB48008.
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA 2547

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.) rubblefill

BEG. LEVEL(S) 465.24

UNDER LOCUS (ES) 454.06

UNITS IN LOCUS: 8.18.6.49

LOCUS E439046

END LEVEL(S) 465.24

OVER LOCUS(ES) —

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. 3.97 FINE 0 UNID 1.50

LOM Hellenistic

SPAN/CONDITION Pre-Byzantine -> Hellenistic

2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE HELL. MOULDMADE ROMAN

3. COINS

4. FAUNAL

5. OTHER

6. IND.

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCI IE OVER/UNDER/ TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

This locus is directly underneath E439046. It is also partially surrounded by that locus on the north and west. This locus contains more rubble than contiguous units.
LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCI IE OVER/UNDER/ TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

1. This locus is the Southern wall of the archive room. It is mostly contained within trench CB43. The wall is made of a mix and multi-construction in roughly two distinct units, an upper section and a lower section. The division between these two sections is made visible by a row of flat stones laid horizontally. Within this wall, there is also a doorway leading into trench CB3.8. This locus appears to about CB45002.

2. Immediately under wall CB45002, it was underneath CB48020 which was beneath to pool unit CP70820.

This wall was not dated.
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA CB49.8
LOCUS CB49058

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.) Burial

BEG. LEVEL(S) 465.36
END LEVEL(S) 465.18

UNDER LOCUS (ES) CB48022, CB49021, CB49020 OVER LOCUS(ES) CB49025

UNITS IN LOCUS: 007, 00008
108

FINDS:
Volume = 80.1

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. 53.4 FINE — UNID —

LDM No pottery datable

SPAN/CONDITION Hellenistic

2. LAMPS: WHEELEDMADE — HELM. MOULDMADE — ROMAN —

3. COINS —

4. FAUNAL —

5. OTHER bone, beads

6. INU.

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCI IE OVER/UNDER/ TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

1. Locus CB49058 is the southernmost burial of two burials within the SE quadrant of CB47. The burial was differentiated from the surrounding soil by the placement of large oval-shaped flat rocks, with two rocks each making up the long sides and a single rock each for the shorter sides. It appears that the burial was also capped by a stone with a roughly circular triangular shape, which was in the area above. This burial was most likely disturbed prior to excavation as the bone was not in any discernible shape. Overall, the soil within this unit held no pottery, and what little pottery there was seems to have been what the burial was immediately adjacent (e.g., sherd fragments from the potential destruction of the room).

2. CB49058 is underneath CB49022, and immediately over CB49025, CB49027 is the
bright orange-pink soil fill from the decayed mudslide collapse and CB 4.8.018 in the material left upon the floor.
KEDESH LOCU SHEET

AREA CB4.8

LOCUS CB48018.1

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.) Burial

BEGIN LEVEL(S) 465.18

END LEVEL(S) 465.14

UNDER LOCUS (ES) CB48018

OVER LOCUS (ES) CB48025

UNITS IN LOCUS: 110

FINDS:
451
1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. 530 g FINE — UNID 90 g

LDM Rhodian amph. body sherds

SPAN/CONDITION Perseian - Hellenistic (?)

2. LAMPS: WHELMAD — HELL. MOULDMADE — ROMAN —

3. COINS

4. FAUNAL

5. OTHER Quantity frags

6. INB. BULLAE; KOORLZ6.226 Quartz - tracking # 703

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCI ie OVER/UNDER/ TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

1. This locu is the sealed material immediately beneath the larger Southern infant burial.

It is important to note that there was a good amount of Rhodian amphora vases in this unit that appear to be reseated with other fragments of the Rhodian amphora within the floor deposit of the architecture. In addition, the presence of flake in the soil suggests that this burial was placed immediately on top of the abandoned floor material.
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA CB4.5

LOCUS CB48019

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.) Burial

BEGIN LEVEL(S) 463.61

END LEVEL(S) 465.40

UNDER LOCUS (ES) CA48022

OVER LOCUS (ES) CB48019.1, CB48073

UNITS IN LOCUS: 096, 103, 116, 119

FINDS:

50.2 liters

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. 80% FINE UNID 80

LMN Nondateable

SPAN/CONDITION

2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE HELL, MOULDMADE ROMAN

3. COINS

4. FAUNAL No infant bone

5. OTHER Smell and burn

6. UND

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT 5.2 layers in for first

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCUS USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

1. This loci is 20 cms wide from the South face off wall CB48023 and approximately 40 cms long from East to West. It includes the bone from the grave itself as well as the sand and bone associated with it. At the highest elevation, there are stones at the same height as the wall, lined along the South face. At first, they were just considered to be rubble but the removal of later soil showed a surprising lack of any material culture. This would suggest that the burial was at least 20 cms deep. The grave itself was composed of smaller to medium-sized rocks as well as a header of medium and some mudbrick in the East. The body was broken in the West, appearing that the hands and feet have been broken off and the shin bones are not oriented.
with the long bones of the body.

2. This locus touched the South face of wall CB48003 and was immediately under CB48022 and over CB48019.1.
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA CB4.8

LOCUS CB48019.1

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.) Soil fill below burial (considered sealed)

BEG. LEVEL(S) 465.40

END LEVEL(S) 465.30

UNDER LOCUS (ES) CB48019, CB48022, CB48021, CB48020, CB48000

OVER LOCUS(ES) CB48003

UNITS IN LOCUS: 126

FINDS:

Volume 30.1

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. 22.0 FINE UNID 0.15 Kg

LDM Wheelmade lamp/magjed 3-2-802 Amphora(s) body sherd

SPAN/CONDITION:

2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE LAMP HELD; MOULDMADE ROMAN

3. COINS

4. FAUNAL

5. OTHER

6. INV.

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2.
RELATION TO OTHER LOC 1E OVER/UNDER/ TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER
FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

1. This soil fill, CB48019.1 is a sealed area beneath infant burial CB48019. It is
a mixed baked clay soil with few inclusions and little pottery. In comparison to
CB48019, however, the change is marked. There are small rocks where before there were
almost none.

2. This locus touches wall CB48003 and is immediately below CB48019. It appears to end
directly on the lowest course, next to stones of wall CB48003.
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA CA4.8 GEBE

LOCUS CB48020

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.) Soil fill

BEG. LEVEL(s) 406.13 m

END LEVEL(s) NE 445.92

NW 445.85

SSE 445.93

SSE 445.91

UNDER LOCUS (ES) CB48000

OVER LOCUS (ES) CB48021, CB48007, CB48003

CB48023

UNITS IN LOCUS: 057, 060, 061, 062, 063, 091

FINDS:

Vol. = 4785 l

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. 51.6 kg

FINE 0.08 Kg

UNID 17.14 Kg

LDM Byzantine body sherds

SPAN/CONDITION Preliminary - Byzantine

2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE (6) HELL. MOULDMADE (3)

ROMAN

3. COINS

4. FAUNAL

5. OTHER

Metal spears, plaster frieze

6. INU. KOOSAH, KOOS, KOOM, KOOMII, KOOP

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

"Tracking this for items mentioned at time of writing and on back.

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2.

RELATION TO OTHER LOCI IE OVER/UNDER/TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER

FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

1. Situated immediately below soil, CB48020 is a medium brownish-gray very coarse soil that typically crumbles into dry gritty soil clods. It contains quite bit of small rock, rubble and a large amount of pottery. It extends over the surface of the entire excavated SE quadrant and over the 1x5 area. It also extends half in the NE quadrant. It comes down directly on the mudbrick wall in the Southeast CB48023 and CB48021 in the SE quadrant and on CB48003 in the NE quadrant.

2. This locus CB48020 directly overlies and covers CB48023 and comes down directly on walls CB48017 and CB48013. It also touches various units in CB48023.
which was contained by the large profile of mudbrick in the SW corner of the archaic room.

Tracking #5

flint - 222, 316
bead/necklace - 317
metal strip - 352
glass shard - 245
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA CB44.8

LOCUS CB448021

TYPE [WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.] Fill, light brown decayed mudbrick

BEG. LEVEL(s) NW 465.24 SW 465.91

END LEVEL(s) 465.40

UNDER LOCUS (ES) CB48020, CB48000

OVER LOCUS(ES) CB48027, CB48028, CB48019

UNITS IN LOCUS: 058, 067, 068, 070, 072, 073, 075, 080, 081, 082, 083, 084, 086, 089, 090, 091, 099, 115, 119, 121, 122, 124, 125, 130

FINDS:

Volume 777.2

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. 72.11 kg FINE 0.13 Kg UNID 35.05 Kg

LCM ESA

SPAN/CONDITION Pre Persian - Hellenistic

2. LAMPS: WHELMAD SHELL, MOULDMADE ROMAN

3. COINS

4. FAUNAL

5. OTHER FLINT, PLASTER, GLASS BASE FRAG, BEADS, POSSIBLE BREAD DISC, MUDBRICKS, METAL BAND, METAL NAIL, GLASS HANDLE, FIBULA, MISC. METAL FRAGS

RED BEAD (KO024)


BEAD (KO024Z) EXTENDED RIM MORTAR (KO024) IROUE TOOL FRAG (KO024A) BEADS (KO024B, KO024C, KO024D, KO024E, KO024F, KO024G, KO024H, KO024I, KO024J, KO024K, KO024L, KO024M, KO024N, KO024O, KO024P, KO024Q, KO024R, KO024S, KO024T, KO024U, KO024V, KO024W, KO024X, KO024Y, KO024Z)

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

[Fraction #1 embalce]

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCUS 3. OVER/UNDER/TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

1. This loci is a light brownish/pink to a medium light brown soil that is more decayed than CB48022 but not as decayed as CB48020. It extends over almost the entire archett room except for the area of the treading episode (may not have outlined the extent of the treading episode and so extended our original limits outwards, thus coming beneath CB48022). The soil of this loci does not crumble easily and is a fine silt and more dense compaction than the loci above, CB48020.

2. This loci is below CB48020 and above CB48022 and CB48034, CB48019.
fluid - tracking #348
fluid - tracking #473
plaster - fr. #494
glass base frag - tr. #363
bneath - track #617
fibula - tracking #536
musicmetal - track #586
flawmetal frag - track #587
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA CB4.8  LOCU5 CB48022

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.) Decayed mudbrick FILL

BEG. LEVEL(S) 405.95, 406.57  END LEVEL(S) 405.17, 405.14

UNDER LOCUS (ES) CB48401  OVER LOCUS (ES) CB48025, CB48018

UNITS IN LOCUS: 071, 085, 087, 092, 093, 094, 101, 102, 104, 105, 106, 112, 120, 129, 143, 144, 145, 146,

FINDS:

VOLUME 437.31 37.24
1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. 29.59 Kg  FINE 14.71 kg

LDMA ESA

SPAN/CONDITION Perishable - Hellenistic

2. LAMPS: WHEEIMALAME FINE HEL. MOULDMADE ROMAN

3. COINS KOOC25

4. FAUNAL

5. OTHER Lithics, stoppers, metal spiles, West shore linum, pelt, glass

6. INU. KOOM19, KOOM13, KO00BD16, KO00BE5-KO00BL10, KO00BL175-215, KO00BE25-62, KO00BL67-116, KOOC25

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

Remarks:

This is the earliest phase of the decayed mudbrick. It is generally very pink and runs all the way to a bright orange. It is situated mostly in the northern half of the room though it does extend somewhat southeast. The soil is generally a fine silt. This locus includes the whole mudbrick and mudbrick collapse in the northeast corner.

This locus touches wall CB48032 is beneath locus CB48021 and immediately overlaps CB48018 and CB48025 and CB48026 (at only one or area in the NE).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tracking #5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rhodin. amphora    - 593</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lthres - 616</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhodin. amphora    - 821</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lthres - 819</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>biconv. gr. fags   - 820</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lthres - 819</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhodin. shado      - 823, 824</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lthres - 818</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>metal spikes - 627</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>spike head - 677</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>spikes - 122</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhodin. shado      - 729, 977</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>spkg - 674 - 676</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>874 - 685</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>723, 1225 - 1227</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bulks - 1018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>glass - 1147</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>spikes - 1135</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA CB4.8

LOCUS CB48023

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.) Mudbrick decayed lump

BEG. LEVEL(S) 464.27

END LEVEL(S) 465.81

UNDER LOCUS (ES) CB48020, CB4802D

OVER LOCUS(ES) CB48021

UNITS IN LOCUS: 076

FINDS:

VOLUME 370.8

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. 1.72 Kg

FINE <10g

UNID 1.02 Kg

LDM West Asia. Hellenistic/similar (matches w/shards from CB4.8.092, 094,100).? (2)

SPAN/CONDITION Pre Peraea - Hellenistic (?)

2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE - HELL. MOULDMADE --- ROMAN ---

3. COINS

4. FAUNAL

5. OTHER

6. INU. KO014, metal spike

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOC1 IE OVER/UNDER/ TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

1. This is a solid mass of decayed mudbrick in the SW quadrant of the room. Unlike other decayed mudbricks, however, this lump is intact and as solid as concrete rather than silty and sandy shifted. This comparison suggests that this mud brick unit that had been re-deposited on top of whatever surface had been there after being dug out of another area of the room. During housing, one piece from West Asia; the plate was recognized as the same type of plate that was found above and to the side of the southern inertial basin. This would suggest that either the plate was within the context of the basin or was within the context of the orange/pink mudbrick CB48023.

2. This locus is below CB48020 and partially covered by CB48020. It is over CB48021.
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA CB48.8

LOCUS CB48024

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.) Ash/Burn soil and fill

BEG. LEVEL(S) 465.46

END LEVEL(S) 465.14, 465.12

UNDER LOCUS (ES) CB48022

OVER LOCUS (ES) CB48025

UNITS IN LOCUS: 131, 133, 137, 139, 142, 147, 154

FINDS:

VOLUME 1040 l

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. 10.71 Kg FINE 0.27 Kg UNID 5.54 Kg

LOM Coffee Campini style plate, l. half 2nd cent. BCE

SPAN/CONDITION Blur - Blurish

2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE HELM. MOULDMADE I (K00073) ROMAN

3. COINS K00023

4. FAUNAL

5. OTHER buttons, metal/leap, etc., etc.

6. INU. Hollow foot amphoraea, K00023, K00015, K00021

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESCRIPTION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCUS 3. OVER/UNDER/TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

1. This area is primarily a wall CB48002 and extends east to the edge of excavation. It ranges from a deep shell black towards the middle to a patchy soil and becomes at either end. In the north, however, a few distinct lamps of charcoal have been identified and seem to stop down. In the southwest corner, however, there is just an easily burned soil with some black to charcoal lamps. Overall, this area does not appear to be disturbed by human interference. The area continues, however, for a long animal intrusion in the middle of the very soft and vegetated ash. The east face of wall CB48002 shows a very clear mark of where the ash is highest towards the midpoint and slopes down to north and south.

2. This locus reaches CB48002 to the west and CB48007 to the south. It is used extensively...
locus C848024 and over loci C848025 and C848026
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA CB4.18

LOCUS CB4/8025

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.)

BEG. LEVEL(S) 465.46, 465.25

END LEVEL(S) 465.01, 465.01

UNDER LOCUS (ES) CB4/8027, CB4/8018, CB4/8024

OVER LOCUS (ES) CB4/8026


FINDS:

VOLUME 149.18 L

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. 67.86 KGY FINE 2.52 KG UNID 30.74 HG

LDM (Amphorica), BSP

SPAN/CONDITION Dr. Penaz - Solomon

2. LAMPS: WHEELED WEH. Mouldmade Baked ROMAN

3. COINS

4. FAUNAL

5. OTHER METAL EARRING, MISC. METAL, METAL BAND, GLASS FRAGS, PAINTED PLASTER, CYPRIT PLATE, IRON OVAL BULLETS, IMPORTED VENETIAN VITRINE, METAL PIN, LARGE AMPHORAE,

MOSAIC GLASS (KOSAH). INU. MISC. METAL (KOSAH, KOSAH) BULLAE (KOSAH 02, KOSAH 02) BULLAE (KOSAH 03, KOSAH 06, KOSAH 17, KOSAH 124)

METAL SPIKES (KOSAH 27, KOSAH 28, KOSAH 25) METAL ROOFING IMPLEMENT (KOSAH 26) SAH (KOSAH 03, KOSAH 01) ROMAN FRAGS (KOSAH 04)

BARBS (KOSAH 03)

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCI IE OVER/UNDER/ TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

1. This locus is the floor deposit of the ancient room. It extends across the length and width of the room and is between 30 and 40 cm deep. It is generally a brownish-brown and contains a large number of materials deposited on the floor. These materials include amphorae, and a partial group of fibre-reinforced lime brick. The large amount of small finds is notable for its size and the large amount of small finds in the central part of the room. The large amount of small finds are typical of second-century A.D. sites in the region. The large amount of small finds is notable for its size and the large amount of small finds in the central part of the room. The large amount of small finds are typical of second-century A.D. sites in the region.
2. This layer is below CB48024, CB48027, CB48018 and CB48022. It does not cover any layer, but touches walls CB48007, CB48003 and CB48017.

metal pin - 1222
bullae t #1231, 1287
glass - 1309
wheel - 1772
vases - 1790-1792
bullae - 1256, 1301
glass - 1315-15
metal - 1319-15

UNGUENTARIUM TURNED IN FOR CONSERVATION (KOOP12) BULLAE (KOOL258-KOOL285) AMPHORISKOS (KOOP103) UNGUENTARIUM (KOOP102) PEGGAMINE TABLE AMPHORA (KOOP14) PAVTHIAN GLAZE (KOOP145) WHEEL MADE LAMP NOZZLE (KOOL12)
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA_CB48.8_ LOCUS_CB48026

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.) Potsherd

BEG. LEVEL(S) 465.16, 465.13

END LEVEL(S) 465.03, 465.01

UNDER LOCUS (ES) CB48022,CB48023,CB48025

OVER LOCUS (ES) —

UNITS IN LOCUS: 153, 156, 158, 170, 174, 175

FINDS:

Volume=1330 l

1. POTTERY: TOTAL UT. 14.15 lb. FINE 810 g. UNID 7.82 kg

LDM Semi-fine pig-tempered, Semi-fine amphora handle, coarse sandy context. 2nd - 3rd CE

SPAN/CONDITION Pre-Persian - Hellenistic

2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE HELL. MOULDMADE ROMAN

3. COINS —

4. FAUNAL —

5. OTHER Painted plaster, glass, amphorae, bone, metal, mixed sherds. Semi-fine floor deposit, mixed metal

6. INU. KOUBQ1, KOUBQ3-38, KOUBQ616, KOUSAI19

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

Underwater faunal material was present in the area.

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCUS EQ, UNDER/TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER FLOOR/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

1. This is the floor located in the Northern half of the building. While this material does not have the dense concentration of local fini sherds that are present in the Southern end, CB48026 does not include material from the floor deposit.

The floor is composed of small sherds of local fine, with pieces of pottery, that are approximately 1cm square.

2. This area is immediately below CB48022 and touches wall CB48003 to the North and CB48002 to the West.
Tracking 115

- painted plaster - 115
- bullae - 1028
- papers - 1027
- glass - 1043
- painted vases - 1369
- painted ear - 1146
- plastic fringe - 1264
- amber - 1642
- bullae - 1370
- metal - 1064
- painted plaster - 1467
- plastic pot - 1469
- bulla - 1468
  
  Semi-fused flower pot - 1734
  
  Abercromby pot - 1727
  
  Conversation
  
  decorated pottles - 1751
  
  amber - 1769
  
  painted plaster - 1505
**KEDESH LOCUS SHEET**

**AREA CB4.8**

**LOCUS CB48027**

**TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.)** Pottery episode

**BEG. LEVEL(S)** 465.93

**END LEVEL(S)** 464.94

**UNDER LOCUS (ES)** CB48020, CB48025

**OVER LOCUS (ES)** CB48025, CB48024, CB48021, CB48028, CB48029

**UNITS IN LOCUS:** 066, 069, 074, 077, 079, 089, 095, 096, 107, 113, 127, 128

**FINDS:**

- **VOLUME:** 2061.2
  
  1. **POTTERY:**
     - TOTAL WT. 24.30 kg
     - FINE 110.2 kg
     - UNID 8.84 kg

- **LDM Shekhen was 1st-2nd CE**

- **SPAN/CONDITION:** Pre-Persian-Roman, poor to fair condition, generally small to medium size.

- **LAMPS:**
  - WHEELMADE
  - HELL. MOULDMADE
  - ROMAN

- **COINS:**
  - 1937 coin K00018

- **FAUNAL Bone**

- **OTHER:**
  - Fragments: KO004, KO005, KO006
  - Gold Searing: KO001, KO002
  - Tiles, spalls, faunal remains.

- **IND.**
  - KO004, KO005, KO006, KO007

- **SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/ FLOAT**


---

**LOCUS DESCRIPTION:**

1. This locus is a pottery episode in the southeast of CB4.8 (which is a continuation of pottery episode CB47 from 1997). Beginning roughly at the rear elevation of the top of wall CB4802, it extends west and north. Its greatest extent is along the east bank moving north and then from that point comes down along wall CB48027 (see top plans for the extent). The lowest units contained large rubble and the upper units contained smaller rubble. The soil became much denser at its lowest extent since the pottery particularly dumped the sandy material itself removed directly on top of the ash and brown soils they had left untouched.

2. This locus is over CB48025 and touches walls CB48017 and CB48029. It also touches CB48024 (the ash layer). This immediately leaves with CB48024 which is in CB47. The...
but only after we extended the year line of where the military French was.
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA _CA48126_  

LOCUS _CA48126_

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.) C  

CLAYING UNITS__

BEGIN LEVEL(S)  

END LEVEL(S)

UNDER LOCUS (ES)  

OVER LOCUS(ES)

UNITS IN LOCUS:

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT._____ FINE_____ UNID

LDM

SPAN/CONDITION

2. LAMPS: WHEELED_____ HELD. MOULDMADE______ ROMAN_____ 

3. COINS

4. FAUNAL

5. OTHER

6. INV.

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/_FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCUS IE OVER/UNDER/ TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

Include units 059
061
065
078